
An appliquéd 
tote bag – 
charming and 
one of a kind
A pretty tote bag can make shopping more fun, 
and the addit ion of a few appliquéd shapes 
cut from fabric and some decorative stitching 
can make your bag one of a kind. Just a few 
simple modif ications can completely transform 
the look – have fun trying out al l  the different 
ideas you come up with!

Finished size 16.93” high (from handles to bottom) x 14.96” wide

Material  (See dimensions on page 34.)

A: Bag outer fabric (unbleached cloth/No. 1 canvas): 27.56” x 15.75”
B: Bag bottom fabric (beige): 6.69” x 15.75”
C: Bag inner fabric : 27.56” x 15.75”
D: Appliqué fabric (green check pattern): 7.87” x 7.87” 
E: Appliqué fabric (pink): 7.87” x 7.87”
F: Appliqué fabric (green polka-dots): 7.87” x 7.87”
G: Appliqué fabric (light blue): 7.87” x 7.87”
H: Appliqué fabric (yellow): 7.87” x 7.87”
Handles (2-linen tape): 1.69” wide x 16.54”
Sewing thread for appliqué stitching

   Optional Accessories: 
Iron-On Fabric Appliqué Contact Sheet
Appliqué Pattern Collection (USB)

Appliqué Pattern Collection 
Designed by Akiko Endo

projects
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Iron-On Fabric Appliqué Contact Sheet
This is used when cutting pieces of appliqué fabric or felt.
You use an iron to transfer it to the base fabric.

1 Use an iron to transfer the 
sheet to the back of the 
fabric.

2 Peel off the backing paper 
and attach the fabric to the 
Standard Mat.

3 After cutting, peel off the 
cut shape from the mat.

2.95” above 
fold line
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Cut the bag outer fabric (A), bag bottom fabric (B), bag 
inner fabric (C), and linen tape. (See the dimension drawing 
on back page.) Attach the Iron-On Fabric Appliqué Contact 
Sheet to the back of each piece of appliqué fabric 
(D through H).

Insert the USB flash drive into the machine and select the 
pattern (AE_A003). Attach fabric piece D to the Standard 
Mat and scan it. Lay out the pattern shapes in an attractive 
way to match the pattern of the scanned fabric.
Function: Background Scan

Cut the pattern pieces. In the same way, cut fabric pieces E 
and F. Select pattern AE_A008 for fabric piece G and pattern 
AE_A007 for fabric piece H, and cut. 

On the outer fabric (A), draw a line 2.95 inches above the 
bottom center. Referring to the layout drawing, place the 
appliqué pieces (D through H) on the outer fabric, and iron 
on to attach.

Sew around the edges of the attached pieces of appliqué 
fabric. Referring to the included "Examples of stitch 
arrangements," sew stitches to make the watering can's 
sprinkled water and pattern and the bird's legs, wings, and 
beak. If you're using a sewing machine to make the stitches, 
work slowly when sewing intricate curves.

Fold over the seam allowance (0.39 inches) of the long edge 
of the bottom fabric (B). Line up the center of the bottom 
fabric (B) with the bottom center of the outer fabric (A) and 
sew together, using an edge-stitched seam.

Position the pieces of linen tape at the handle attachment 
points on the outer fabric, pin each piece of tape in place 
with its end 0.2 inches in from the edge of the outer fabric, 
then stitch loosely to hold in place temporarily.

Line up the outer and inner fabric inside-out, then sew 
together to form the back mouth (the edge where the 
handles are attached).

Open the inside seam, and line up and refold the mouth of 
the bag. Sew the two sides together. On the inner-fabric 
side, leave an open space of about 4 inches for turning out 
later.

Open the inside seam, line up the cut-ins at the bottom area, 
and sew the gussets. Sew the gussets for the inner fabric in 
the same way. Turn right-side out, using the open space left 
in step 8. Shape using the iron, then sew closed the turn-out 
opening left in step 8.

Place the inner fabric inside the bag and sew together the 
bag mouth, using an edge-stitched seam. Also stitch the bag 
at 0.39 inches below the edge of the mouth. Start sewing 
at an inconspicuous location on the side, and end with stay 
stitching or a backstitch. Fold the handle's center (the area 
gripped) in half across its width, and attach the ends of the 
tape using a straight (or zigzag) stitch.
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Preparations

Opening for turn-out

AE_A007

AE_A008

AE_A003 AE_A003 AE_A003



Center

 (Bottom fabric)

4.72”

(Handle) (Handle)

 (Front fabric)

Seam allowance: 0.39”
Extend by 0.2”

Area to pin in place

2.95”

Fold line
1.97”

2.36”

27.56”

15.75”

ORNAMENTS

Note: 1/5 scale 


